Home Learning Activities
Year Group: 3 Level: 1
The aim is for you to complete a minimum of three hours of learning a day with your child. Teachers have set 5 days’ worth
of daily tasks for English, Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling, Maths and Topic.
Please start on Day 1, Lesson 1 for each subject.
Please follow the links below to access each lesson.
Before starting each lesson, you will need to ensure you have your book and pencil ready to begin.
Write the date and the title listed in the table.
When you are ready please follow the instructions as stated.
Please keep all work in the book provided by school where possible, so that your class teacher can see the work you have
done at home. On a Tuesday and Thursday, your class teacher will ask for photo updates of the work/activities you have
been completing, this will be communicated via class dojo.

English Lesson 1
Monday
18th
January

Children are to highlight the features of an instruction text.
Look at Monday Instructions worksheet which will explain the steps
needed.

Maths Lesson 1

GPS Lesson 1
Handwriting

Topic Lesson 1
PSCHE

Use Monday Instructions Example worksheet to highlight the features of
an instruction text.
Counting back in ones to subtract
In this lesson, we will practice subtracting by counting back in ones. We
will do this with the support of a number line.
Copy these patterns into your book. Take care, keep the height the same
and check your width of shape is not too wide!

Watch the following video on ‘What should I do with my rubbish?’
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zq3q6fr
Complete the PSHE activity.
(If you do not have access to a printer, get the children to draw the
recycling bins and draw the items inside the correct bin)

English Lesson 2
Tuesday
19th
January

Today we are going to be looking at imperative verbs, which we will be
using in our instruction writing.
Use the Tuesday imperative verb information sheet to learn all about
imperative verbs.

Maths Lesson 2

GPS Lesson 2
Handwriting

Once you are happy that you are confident using imperative verbs,
complete the Tuesday imperative verbs worksheet.
Linking subtraction equations to problem solving contexts
This lesson will explore how subtraction can be linked to problem solving
contexts. We will be applying the previously learnt strategies to solve
problems.
Copy these patterns into your book. Take care, keep the height the same
and check your width of shape is not too wide!

Topic Lesson 2
PE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-ZCP91mjeE

English Lesson 3

Today we are going to be writing instructions on how to make a jam
sandwich.

Wednesday
20th
January

Discuss how to make a jam sandwich, you could even make one together
if you have some bread or jam in your fridge. If not use the Wednesday
how to make a jam sandwich worksheet.

Maths Lesson 3

GPS Lesson 3
Handwriting

Once you have discussed how to make a jam sandwich, complete the
Wednesday worksheet, write down your instructions, and remember to use
your imperative verbs.
Recognising the relationship between addition and subtraction
This lesson will explore how addition and subtraction are linked, and how a
part whole relationship can produce related facts.
Complete 4 lines of each of these words in your neatest handwriting.

Topic Lesson 3
History

Read the information about Queen Victoria and her family.
Complete the two tasks to make family trees on the Topic History 20.1.21
activity sheet.

English Lesson 4

Today we are going to be planning our instruction writing.

Thursday
21st January

You will need to use the Thursday Text sheet to look at the section of the
text where Price Albert makes the bathing machine.
Whilst looking at this, children need to think about how the bathing
machine is built so that they can begin to think about the instructions.

Maths Lesson 4

GPS Lesson 4
Handwriting

Topic Lesson 4
Art

Children are to complete the instructions planning worksheet and draw
pictures to plan their instructions.
Exploring problems involving addition and subtraction
In this lesson, we will problem solve to complete missing number triangles!
We will practice adding and subtracting to find the answers.
Complete 4 lines of each of these words in your neatest handwriting.

Can I design a Victorian plate? Build on your designs from the cameos
last week. You could draw around a plate onto paper to get your circle or
use a paper plate for your final design. Using greens, blues, browns,
oranges and blacks create a plate design worthy for Queen Victoria’s
banquet table. Pinks and other colours were barely used and then only for
1 image or fine detail. The Victorians particularly liked plants and leaves
on designs and lots of swirls.
Some ideas are as follow:

English Lesson 5
21st

Friday
January

Today we are going to be writing our final set of instructions to explain how
to make the bathing machine that Prince Albert made for Queen Victoria.
You will need to use all of the skills that we looked have looked at this
week.
Remember to use your plan that you created yesterday to help you.

Maths Lesson 5

GPS Lesson 5
Spelling

Topic Lesson 5
Science

Write your instructions on the Friday Worksheet.
Exploring further problems involving addition and subtraction
In this lesson, we will problem solve to uncover secret jumps! We will
practice adding and subtracting to find the answers.
Use the words you practiced your handwriting with from Wednesday and
Thursday and see if you can learn their spelling. Use Look Say Cover
Write Check – click to find out how to do this in your books. Draw the table
like the video shows you into your homework book.
How can we see objects?
Have you ever wondered how our eyes are able to see things? In this
lesson, we will be learning how our eyes are able to see different objects.
We will find out how light travels from a light source to our eyes and what
happens when it reaches the eye. You will need a piece of paper and a
pencil.

